
Solution Brief 
The connectivity solution for your 
road to digitization
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edge.UNIFYOR  



The old and the new: the never-ending issue with equipment data
Dated facilities, varying manufacturers, a wide variety of use cases: these are the challenges of our present time. Data 
collection is often carried out in a minimalist manner and is time-consuming and resource-intensive. Wouldn’t it be 
incredible if we could achieve maximum transparency even with simple digitization measures? Establish connectivity 
with the edge.UNIFYOR, tailored to your infrastructure and other requirements.

Do you want to be able to incorporate legacy systems, detect operating conditions, perform data analysis and 
anomaly detection - all with integration into existing systems? Do you want to integrate new equipment into existing 
systems with minimal effort - simply and digitally?

Create a connected system with standardized interfaces that enables communication between the most diverse 
components and manufacturer systems in a production line.

Why going for the edge.UNIFYOR?
As an interface solution, the edge.UNIFYOR enables the harmonization and alignment of equipment from different 
manufacturers and year of acquisition. The confusion and mess around the principles of „it will fit together somehow” 
and „at least it works“ is made obsolete – without expensive reinvestments, long changeover times or time-consu-
ming micromanagement. 

 The goal: Harmonization and homogenization, off the separate case-by-case solutions!

Utilize the strengths of the edge.UNIFYOR for your digital transformation
   Retrofit for your existing plants without having to retool

   Pre-processing of data from sub-systems

   Mediation of data to higher-order systems such as SAP, ERP, cloud and many more

   Easy integration into existing IT architectures

   Sustainable production lines thanks to interoperability of old and new equipment

   Simplified configuration of user interfaces 

   Compatibility with edge.PORTFOLIO

90% of industrial companies surveyed in Germany are using or plan to use  
specialized Industry 4.0 solutions this year.

Source: Bitkom, 2022, Industrie 4.0 – so digital sind Deutschlands Fabriken
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Use the edge.UNIFYOR to connect all components located in the system 

Use the edge.UNIFYOR for your road through digitization

The edge.UNIFYOR provides you with an application-agnostic software solution, which can receive and process data 
in real time, without discriminating between different interfaces. In addition to the edge.UNIFYORs’ use in future-proof 
Industry 4.0 architectures, our solution can also be implemented in the same way in any other sectors, such as for con-
nected Smart Building and/or Smart City solutions.

Take the next step in your digitization journey and implement the edge.UNIFYOR to create connectivity, transparency and 
added value. Say goodbye to the previous manual and time-consuming data collection. We are ready: let‘s take the next 
step together?

The edge.UNIFYOR ensures 
that data traffic from  
subsystems such as sensors, 
peripheral cameras or  
conveyor belts is collected and  
processed in real time.
 
No distinction is made between 
data from protocols, sensors, 
hardware, or other sources.  
The collected data is abstracted 
and made available for further 
data processing.
 
Examples are:
ERP, MES, SCADA, scaling,  
monitoring, VR/AR data science, 
value monitoring or logging.

edge.UNIFYOR

ERP, MES, SCADA

Sensorik

Peripherie

Aktorik

SPSen

VR / AR, 

On-Site
Visualisierung

edge.UNIFYOR

AWS, Azure

SAN

You would like to know more about the edge.UNIFYOR? 
Contact our expert team directly at sales@cbb.de

Complementary to this solution brief, see the technical data sheet for download:
https://cbb.de/wp-content/uploads/edge-unifyor_technical-datasheet.pdf
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